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One can distinguish two types of contributions to the quark and gluon structure functions of hadrons in quantum
chromodyaamics: "intrinsic" contributions, which are due to the direct scattering on the bound-state constituents,
and "extrinsic" contributions, which are derived from particles created in the collision. In this talk,! discuss several
aspects of deep inelastic structure functions in which the bound-state structure of the proton plays a crucial role:
(1) the properties of the intrinsic gluon distribution associated with the proton bound-state wavefunction; [2)
the separation of the quark structure function of the proton into intrinsic "bound-valence" and extrinsic "nonvalence'" components which takes into account the Pauli principle; (3) the properties and identification of intr. jsic
heavy quark structure functions; and (4) a theory of shadowing and anti-shadowing of nuclear structure functions,
directly related to quarlc nucleon interactions and the gluon saturation phenomenon.

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N

butions are thus associated with particles created by tinpholon-hadron scattering reaction, processes extrinsic

The main focus of HERA physics will be the mea

to the bound state physics of the target hadron itself.

surements of the quark and gluon structure of the pro
ton. Even at the very small values of XB, which can
be probed at HERA, the QCD predictions for struc

Despite our confidence that QCD is the correct the
ory of strong interactions, there are very few definitive

ture functions still depend strongly on the input quark

theoretical predictions for the non-perturbative bound

and gluon distributions associated with the bound-state

state quark and gluon distributions which can be di

structure of the proton.

rectly derived from the theory, although some con
straints on the non-perturbative structure of the proton

In this talk I will distinguish two separate contribu
tions to deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering: intrin
sic (bound-state) and extrinsic structure functions. The

have been obtained using bag models, quark-diquark
schemes, QCD sum rules, non-relativistic quark mod
els, and lattice gauge theory.

extrinsic contributions are created by the virtual strong
interactions of the lepton and would be present even if

One new approach, Discretized Light-Cone Quanti

the quark fields of the proton were charge-less. The in

zation, has recently been proposed as a possible way to

trinsic bound-valence quark contributions are due to the

compute non-perturbative structure functions in ga'uge

elect-on scattering on the quarks described by the pro

theory. In this method one attempts to numerically di-

ton wavefunction: a complete calculation of these contri

agonalize the QCD Hamiltonian quantized on the light-

butions would require solving the bound state problem

front in light-cone gauge.

in QCD. As I shall discuss here, both the Pomeron and

complete set of discrete momentum-space color-singlel

leading Reggeon contributions are absent in the bound

free gluon and quark Hamiltonian Pock states satisfying

valence-quark distributions. The leading Rcgge contri

periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions, respr-t

One chooses as a basis a
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cively. In principle, 'be eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian provide the entire invariant mass spectrum and

2. THE INTRINSIC GLUON DISTRIBUTION
OF THE PROTON

the corresponding eigenfunctions provide the structure

Thi gluon distribution of a hadron is often assumed

functions and distribution amplitudes needed for QCD

to be radiatively generated from QCD evolution of the

factorization formulas. Thus far, the main success of

quark structure functions beginning at an initial scale

DLCQ has been applications to gauge theories in one-

(Jq.

space and one-Lime dimensions. For example, the spec

gluons in the hadron at a resolution scale below (Jo The

trum and structure functions of mesons, baryons, and

evolution is completely incoherent; i.e. each quark in the

nuclei in QCD(1 + 1) for SU(3)c have been obtained as a

hadron radiates independently.

function of mass and coupling constant. Results for the
structure function of the lowest mass meson and baryon
at weak and strong coupling are shown in Fig. 1.

In such a model one assumes that there are no

However, as can be seen in the light-cone Hamiltonian approach, the higher Foric components of a bound
state in QCD contain gluons at any resolution scale.
The exchange of gluon quanta in the bound state gen
erates an interaction potential; the retardation (energydependent) part of the potential contributes to the in
trinsic gluon distribution. Notice that the interference
diagrams in which gluons are emitted from different
quarks are not included in the usual extrinsic gluon dis
tribution computed from the perturbative QCD evolu
tion equations, since in leading twist these contributions
only involve a single quark source.

Figure 1. Valence structure function* of the baryoa
u d noon in QCD in one-space and one-time dimensioji.
The roulis are for one quarkflavoraad three colon.

More specifically, we can relate the distribution func
tion of intrinsic photons in an atom or intrinsic gluons
in a hadron to the hyperfine (spin-dependent.) part of
the bound state potential since both depend on the ex

The application of DLCQ to gauge theory in three-

change of transverse gauge quanta. Each diagram that

space and one-time dimensions is a much more challeng

contributes to the transverse potential has a correspond

ing computational task, but progress has recently been

ing cut-diagram in the expression for the distribution

made obtaining the spectrum of QEO in the strong cou

function. In the actual calculation, these quantities dif

pling domain.

fer by just a denominator D. Thus

In the following sections, I will discuss a number of
general features of bound-state distributions for intrinsic
giuons, bound-valence quarks, and intrinsic heavy-quark
states. I will also discuss a new approach to shadowing
and anti-shadowing in nuclear structure functions, which

where (?,/£ is the unpolarized distribution function of

analytically relates these phenomena to quark and anti-

gauge fields g in the hound state B, V is the potential

quark nucleon scattering processes.

due to gluon exchange and self-energy corrections, and

Mg is the bound-state mass. Note that the instanta

2. The coupling of quarks to gluons tends to match

neous (non-retarded) piece does not depend on A/fl, so

the sign of the quark helicity to the gluon he

it does not contribute.

licity in the large x limit.

We define the

helicity-aligned and anti-aligned gluon distribu

In the case of gluons in QCD bound states, we ob-

tions: G+{x) = G

tain:

#t/Jv

, ( x ) and G~(x) = G , . , ( T ) .
J/A

The gauge theory couplings imply
I

b}G-(*)7e*(x)->(!-«)*.
for baryons (p and A).

3. In the low x domain, each of the quarks in the
de

badroo radiate gluons coherently, and one must

scribes the light-cone momentum distribution of gluons

compute emission of gluons from the quark lines

The intrinsic gluon distribution G /g(i,Ql)
f

associated with the bound-state dynamics of the hadron

taking into account interference between ampli

H, in distinction to the eziririsic contributions which are

tudes.

derived from radiative processes or evolution. The in

G(x} = G (x) + G-(s). We find that the asym

Define AG(z) = G+(x) - G~(x) and
+

trinsic gluon distribution is derived from the solution of

metry ratio AG(x)/G(*) vanishes linearly with

the non-perturbative bound state equation. In the case

i; perhaps coincidentally, this is also the predic

of quantum electrodynamics, one can readily caJculate

tion from Reggecn exchange.

the photon distribution in positronium, to first order in

x — 0 depends on the hadronic wavefunctions;

The coefficient at

the fine structure constant a. The analysis involves co

however, for equal partition of the hadron's mo

herence between amplitudes in which the electron and

mentum among its constituents, we show that

positron couple to the photons. In the infrared limit
lim &G(x)IG{x) -»JV, t,

this coherence in the neutral atom ensures a finite pho
ton distribution.

where JV is the number of valence quarks.
f

In the QCD case, the analysis of the intrinsic gluon
distribution of a hadron is essentially non-perturbative.
However, there are several theoretical constraints which
limit its form:

4. ID the * -» 1 limit, the stuck quark is far off-shell
to that one can use perturbation theory to char
acterize the threshold dependence of the structure
functions. Wefindfor three-quark bound states

1. In order to insure positivity of fragmentation func
tions, distribution functions <7,/i(z) roust behave

w

2

liraG+fx) - C{\ - x) <-

as an odd or even power of (1 - r) at x -t I ac

= C(l - x)*,

cording to the relative statistics of a and i* Thus
Thus G"(x) -t C(l - as)' at x ~ 1. This is equiv

the gluon distribution of a nucleon must have the
behavior: C,/JIT(T) ~ (1 - x )

t t

alent to the spectator-counting rule developed in

at x -* 1 to en

Ret 7.

sure correct crossing to the fragmentation function
Dfii {x). This result holds individually for each

We can write down a simple analytic model for the

§

helicity of the gluon and the nucleon.

intrinsic gluon distribution in the nucleon which incor-

3

2

pcraies all of the above constraints:
5

6

AC(*) = -[5(1 - *)< - 4(1 - * ) - (1 - I) ]
X

and

G{i) = j[5(l - x)* - 4(1 - x? + (1 - zf]
In this model the momentum fraction carried by intrinsic
gluons in the nticteon is <x ) = /„' dxxG(x) = (10/21)N,
and the helicity carried by the intrinsic gluons is AG =
/„' <fcAG(x) = 7/6A'. The ratio AG/{i,) = 49/20 for
the intrinsic gluon distribution is independent of the nor
malization .V. Phenomenological analyses imply that the
gluons carry approximately one-half of the proton's mo
mentum: (Xg/fi) 5: 0.5. We shall assume that this is
a good characterization of the intrinsic gluon distribu
tion. The momentum sum rule then implies JV ~ ! and
AG ~ 1.2. In terms of anomalous contributions to the
quark spin is concerned, this is a relatively small contri
bution. However, since j £ A? + AG + 1 , = j , a large
fraction of the proton's angular momentum is associated
with the gluon distribution. A review of the present ex
perimental and theoretical limits on gluoa and quark
spin in the nucleon is given in Ref. 8.
f

2

erate: Ap,(2 GeV ) = 0.28, Ap,(10 GeV ) = 0.78.
A recent determination of the unpolarized gluon dis
tribution of the proton at Q = 2 GeV using direct
photon and deep inelastic data has been given in Ref.
9. The best fit over the interval 0.05 < z < 0.75 assum
ing the form xG{x,Q = 2 GeV ) = .4(1 - x)"' sives
1), = 3.9 ± 0.11(+0.8 - 0.6), where the errors in paren
thesis allow for systematic uncertainties. This result is
compatible with the prediction % = 4 for the intrinsic
gluon distribution at the bound-state scale, allowing for
the increase in the power due to evolution. HERA ex
periments could provide a definitive check on the shape
and large-i behavior of the gluon structure function.
2

2

2

2

3. BOUND VALENCE-QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS
An important concept in the description of any
bound state is the definition of "valence" constituents.
In atomic physics the term "valence electrons"refersto
the electrons beyond the closed shells which give an atom
its chemical properties. Correspondingly, the term "va
lence quarks" refers to the quarks which give the bound
state badron its global quantum numbers. In quantum
field theory, the valence quarks appear in each Fock state
together with any number of gluons and quark-anti-

The above equations give model formsforthe polar
ized and unpolarized intrinsic gluon distributions in the

quark pairs; each component thus has the global quan
tum numbers of the hadron.

nucleon which take into account coherence at low r and
perturbative constraints at high t. It is expected that
this should be a good characterization of the gluon dis
tribution at the resolution scale Q\ a M\.
It is well-knowu that the leading power at x ~ 1
is increased when QCD evolution is taken into account.
The change in power is

How can one identify the contribution of the valence
quarks of the bound state with the phenomenological
structure functions? Traditionally, the distribution func
tion G j]j has been separated into "valence" and "sea"
f

contributions:

G

f / t f

= G^% + GJM,, where, as an

operational definition, one assumes
?

J

G # , ( * , 9 ) = G$,<X.Q ).

A ,«?*) = 4C <(Q\Qb = i
P

A

(0<*<i),

j^-a.(«»),
!

2

and thus Off U,<P) = G (x,<? ) G,, (x,Q ).
The assumption of identical quark and anti-quark sea
distributions is plausible for the a and 3 quarks in the
M

where C\ = 3 in QCD. For typical values of QQ ~
1 GeV, \-g§ ~ 0.2 CtV the change in power is mod

l/tf

H

proton. However, in the case of the u and d quark con
tributions to the sea, anti-symmetrization of identical
quarks in the higher Fock states implies non-identical
q and <j sea contributions. This is immediately appar
ent in the ease of atomic physics, where Bethe-Heitler
pair production in the field of an atom does not give
symmetric electron and positron distributions since elec
tron capture is blocked in states where an atomic elec
tron is already present. Similarly, in QCD, the qq pairs
which arise from gluon splitting do not have identi
cal quark and anti-quark sea distributions; contribu
tions from interference diagrams, which arise from the
anti-symmetri2ation of the higher Fock state wavefunctions. must be taken into account. Notice that because
of wave-function normalization, the exclusion principle
does not affect the value of conserved charges such as
/ di{G /fftx) - Gf/ni ))- Thus even though the con
ventional separation of valence and sea contributions
gives correct charge sum rules, it can give a mislead
ing reading of the actual momentum distribution of the
valence quarks.

orem:

In principle, this formula allows one to compute the con
tribution to the proton-neutron mass difference due to
the up and down quark masses. However, again, with
the standard definition of the valence quark distribu
tion, the integration is undefined at low x. Even more
seriously, the expectation value of the light-cone kinetic
energy operator

0

is infinite for valence quarks if one uses the traditional

1

0

definition. There is no apparent way of associating this

t

divergence of the kinetic energy operator with renormalization.
Part of the difficulty with identifying bound state
contributions to the proton structure functions is that

The standard definition also has the difficulty that

many physical processes contribute to the deep inelas

the derived valence quark distributions are apparently

tic lepton-proton cross section: From the perspective

singular in the limit i —> 0. For example, standard phe

of the laboratory or center of mass frame, the virtual

nomenology indicates that the valence up-quark distri

photon can scatter out a bound-state quark as in the

bution in the proton behaves as G$ ~ x~°* for small

atomic physics photoelectric process, or the photon can

x '

first make a q<j pair, either of which can interact in the

p

where ag ss 0.5. Note that the position <ZR

of ./-plane singularities in the forward virtual Comp-

target. As we emphasize here, in such pair-production

ton amplitude are (^'-independent, and thus the non-

processes, one must take into account the Pauli princi

s

2

singlet Reggeon behavior F£ {z,Q )

ple which forbids creation of a quark in the same state

1-

«- i " * at x -* 0
This implies

as one already present in the bound state wavefunction.

that quantities that depend on the (1/r) moment of the

Thus the lepton interacts with quarks which are both in

must be unaffected by QCD evolution.

valence distribution diverge. This is the case for the

trinsic to the proton's bound-state structure, and with

"sigma term" in current algebra and the J = 0 fixed

quarks which are extrinsic; i.e. created in the electron-

Furthermore, it has been

proton collision itself. Notice that such extrinsic pro

that the change in mass of the proton when

cesses would occur in electroproduction even if the va

the quark mass is varied in the light-cone Hamiltonian

lence quarks had no charge. Thus much of the phe

is given by an extension of the Feynman-Hellmann the

nomena observed in electroproduction at small values of

pole in Compton scattering.
shown

s

i, such as Regge behavior, sea distributions associated

J

The non-valence distribution is thus F^{x.Q )

with photon-gluon fusion processes, and shadowing in

1

F»{z,Q' ).

2

Here the F,(i.Q )

[1 =

1,2, etc.)

=
an-

nuclear structure functions should be identified with the

the leading twisl structure functions.

extrinsic interactions, rather than processes directly con

just described is similar to the atomic physics case,

nected with the proton's bound-state structure.
Recently, Schmidt and I

Tin- situation

where in order to correctly define photon scattering
from a bound electron, one must subtract the cross sec-

have proposed a new

definition of "bound valence-quark" distribution func

lion on the nucleus alone, without that bound electron

tions that correctly isolates the contribution of the va

present.

lence constituents which give the hadron its flavor and

through virtual pair production, and this contribution

other global quantum numbers.

Physically, the nucleus can scatter photons

With this new sep-

has to be subtracted from the total cross section, in

= C $ ( * , < ? ) + G ^ (*,<?*), the

QCD we cannot construct protons without the valence

non-valence quark distributions are identified with the

quarks; thus we need to consider hadrons with charge-

structure functions which would be measured if the va

iess valence constituents.

aratioti. G, ( ,<?)
h X

2

lence quarks of the target hadron had zero electro-weak

In order to specifically isolate the bound valence d •

charge. We can show that with this new definition the

quark distribution of the proton pfuurf), we subtract the

2

bound valence-quark distributions G^}jx,Q' )

vanish at

deep inelastic cross section on the system po(uudo) in

x —> 0, as expected from the wave function of a bound-

which the do valence quark has normal QCD interac

state constituent.

tions but does not carry electric charge. (Both p and

In order to construct the bound valence-quark dis

po contain higher Fock states with arbitrary number of

tributions, we imagine a eetfnnlben QCD where, in ad

gtuons, qq, and 4096 pairs.) It is clear that the terms as

dition to the usual set of quarks {q} = { u , d , s , c , t , ( } ,

sociated with J ss 1 Pomeron behavior due to gluon ex

there is another set {$>} = {tio,do,3o,co,60,(0}

w

t

' '

change cancel in the difference. We also can show that

1

the same spin, masses, flavor, color, and other quantum

the Reggeon terms also cancel, and thus the resulting

numbers, except that their electromagnetic charges are

distribution of bound valence d quarks GjYjz.Q )

zero. Let us now consider replacing the target proton p

[ [ f f " * < r . ( F ) - / T « " * W ) I / « 3 r]

2

=

vanishes as

in the lepton-proton scattering experiment by a chargeless proton po which has valence quarks <n of zero elec

The high Q virtual photo-absorption cross section

tromagnetic charge. In this extended QCD the higher

on the proton (lab frame) contains two types of terms:

Fock wavefunctions of the proton p and the charge-less

contributions in which a quark in p absorbs the momen

2

proton po both contain qq and fafo pairs. As far as the

tum of the virtual photon; and terms in which a qq pair

strong QCD interactions are concerned, the physical pro

is created, but the produced q is in a different quantum

ton and the gataatcn charge-less proton are equivalent.

state than the quarks already present in the hadran. On

We then define the bound valence-structure function

the other hand, 'the cross section for scattering of the

of the proton from the difference between scattering on

virtual photon from the state po(uudo) contains contri
butions that differ from the p(uud) case in two impor

the physical proton minus the scattering on the charge-

tant aspects: first the virtual photon can be absorbed

less proton, in analogy to an "empty target" subtraction:

only by charged quarks; and in dd pair production on
BV

2

s

F, (z, Q*) s Ffii, Q ) - F^x, <? ).

the null proton po, the d quark can be produced in any

6

slate. Thus the difference between the cross sections

out from the amplitude. Thus we only need Lo <-unsiHer

off p and po equals a term (analogous toffpScimJ^iriein

eiFeeiively the (helicity summed} squared amplitude fi.r

atomic physics), in which a d quark in p absorbs the

"f'iuu) —* d p. However, as illustrated in Fig. 3 this am

photon momentum, minus a dd pair production contri

plitude. after charge conjugation and crossing .< —• u. i>

bution on po (analogous to a capture cross section in

equal to the (helicity summed) Yp —» d'[uu) amplitude

atomic physics), in which the produced d quark ends up

at small x. The flux factors for the proton and null pro

in the same quantum slate as the i quark in the original

ton target are equal.

proton state p. ' This is shown graphically in Fig. 2.

——6-*~

Figure 3 The helicity-summed squared amphtud*
Tor fa) i"p — d(uuj is equal, by charge conjugation, to
the helicity-sumnied squared amplitude for the process (b)
yp — d(uu), up to a phase. This is also equal, by crossing
symmetry, to the heliciiy-summed squared amplitude for
(c) i"fuu) — dp, with s and u interchanged.

10)

Figure 2. Th« bound valence-quark distribution of
quark d is calculated from the difference between (a) th«
cross section on the state pfuud) iu which the virtual pho
ton momentum is absorbed by the quark d, and (bj the dd
pair production cross section in thefieldof Che gedanken
baryoo PD(uuda), where tbe produced 4 quark is captured
in tbe same state as the d quark in the original proton
state p

If we write jo~ hotoejtctric ** *

s u , n

p

e

e

°f R g g terms of

the form 3g\s["*, where ajj > 0 then the subtraction
of the capture cross section on the nu!l proton will give

Reggeon behavior in the electroproduction cross sec
tion can be understood as due to the appearance of a
spectrum of bound qq states in tbe (.-channel. The sum
mation of such diagrams leads to Reggeon behavior of
the deep inelastic structure functions at small x.

in

the rest system, the virtual photon creates a id pair at a
distance proportional to ] / z before the target. Tbe radi
ation which occurs over this distance contributes to the
physics of the Reggeon behavior. In the case of the pro

the net virtual photo-absorption cross section as a sum
of terms s o -

BV

= Zjj^/rtM"* - |u|°"). If we ignore

mass corrections in leading twist, then £ 2: Q'[ 1 — Dji
and u 2; —Q~jx. Thus for smalt x every Regge term is
multiplied by a factor A'R = (— ag)i.

Reggeon contribution for non-singlet isospin structure
t

functions), / f ' "

- ff ""*>»

~

x*'-.

The bound

valence-quark non-singlrt (/ = !) distribution thur has
B

ton target, the d-quark, alter radiation, cannot appear

For example, for

OR = 1/2 (which is the leading even charge-conjugation

1

2

leadii.g behavior C , ^ ~ x ' and vanishes for i —• 0.

in tbe quantum state already occupied by the d—quark

We can also understand this result from symmetry

in the proton because of the Pauli principle. However,

considerations. We have shown from crossing symmet ry

the corresponding contribution is allowed oo the po tar

C, (x,Q )

get: in effect, the rf-quark replaces the do-quark and

charge-conjugation Reggeon and omeron contributions

is captured into a proton. Tbe capture cross section is

decouple from the bound valence-quart distributions.

computed from the amplitude for -y'po —»<Tp do

As

!

/p

- G „(T.Q*-)
V

- 0 at low r. Thus the even
p

The essential reason why the new definition of the

in the corresponding atomic physics analysis, the spec

bound valence-quark distribution differ from the con

tator do quark in the null target po is inert and cancels

ventional definition of valence distributions is the Pauli

principle: the anti-symmetrization of the bound state

tion

uravefunction for slates which contain quarks of identi

are associated with the bound-state equation for thr pro

cal flavor. As we have shown, this effect plays a dynam

ton, then all the partons tend to have equal velocity.

to its structure function. If these charm quarks

ical role at low x, eliminating leading Regge behavior in

This implies that the heaviest constituents, the intrinsic

the bound valence-quark distributions, in the atomic

charm quarks, will tale a large fraction of thr proton's

physics case, where there is no leading Regge behavior,

momentum. In a hadrojiic collision the c and E can coa

the analogous application of the Pauli principle leads to

lesce to produce a eharmonium state with the majority

analytic consistency with the Kramers- Kronig disper

of the proton's momentum.

sion relation for Compton scattering on a bound elec-

ture function data requires a 0.3 % probability for the

tron.

intrinsic charm Fock state in the nucleon.

4. INTRINSIC CHARM-QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS

According to the hard scattering picture of QCD.
production cross sections involving large momentum

There are a number of striking anomalies in the
data*

transfer should factorize and be approximately addi

for charm production which cannot be readily

tive in the nucleon number, da^ = A"[XF%Pr)^"s

explained by conventional fusion subprocesses.

w

''h

o ~ 1, up to the small shadowing and anti-shadowing

2]

1. The EMC data

The EMC charm struc

corrections seen in deep inelastic lepton-nucleus scatter

for the charm structure function

ing. 1 will return to these effects in the next section.

of the nucleon appears to be too high at large XBy
2. The LEBC bubble chamber data

for charm pro

In the Dre|]-Yan process, large mass muon pair pro

duction in pp collisions indicates an excess of D
events at large Xf.

duction, a ~ 1 for all Xf is indeed observed.

The excess is not associated

However,

several experiments on open charm production show

with D's that contain the proton's valence quark.

that O(XF > 0.2) =: 0.7...0.8. For small XF. an indi22

3. The cross section measured by the WA-&2 group
rect analysis

for E~JV -» H(CJU).V is too large and flat at large

comparing different measurements of the

total charm production cross section indicates o ( x f ~
4. The NA-3 data

0) ~ 1. More detailed data on the nuclear dependence

for Jfii> production in piou-

of charm production is available from the hadroproduc-

nucleus and proton-nucleus collisions can be rep

tion of J/i!r. Here a decrease of a from a ( x f ~ 0) ~ 1

resented as two components: a normal contribu

to a{if

tion in the central region which is almost additive

~ 0.8) 2: 0.8 has been seen by several groups.

The analysis of Badier, et al.

in nuclear number that can be accounted for by

is particularly interest

ing. They noted that the production of J/v'' at large

gg —>& and qij -* cc fusion, and a second "diffrac-

XF (up to XF 2: 0.8) cannot be explained by the gluon

tive contribution" which dominates at large Xf

and light quark fusion mechanisms of perturbative QCD,

and is strongly shadowed. This last contribution

due to the anomalous .A—dependence. However, their

indicates that high momentum cc systems are be

x~A -+ J/V> + X data was well reproduced if, in addi

ing produced on the surface of the nuclear target.

tion to hard QCD fusion (with a = 0.97), they included
It is difficult to understand any of these anomolies,
particularly the production of high if

a "diffractive" component of Jfil> production at high ip

charmonium un

with a = 0.77

less the proton itself has an intrinsic charm contribu

Using their measured ^-dependence

to extract the "diffractive" component, they found that
8

(for a pion beam) that the Jjtf distribution peaks at
1

i r ^ 0.5 and dominates the hard scattering A compo
nent for x > 0.6.
A diffractive contribution to heavy quarkonium pro
duction is consistcn! with QCD. In high energy hadronnucleus collisions the nucleus may be regarded as a "fil
ter" of the hadronic wave function- The argument,
which relies only on general features such as time di
lation, goes as follows. Consider the equal-time Fock
state expansion of a hadron in terms of its quark and
gtuon constituents; e.g., for a meson,

clusters, the interference between the different parton
amplitudes interacting with the nuclear gluonic field is
destructive. Thus the nucleus will appear nearly trans29

parent to small, color- singlet Fock slates. In an exper
iment detecting fast secondary hadrons the nucleu.* in
deed serves, then, as a filter that selects tht- small Fock
components in the incident hadrons.
+

Consider the intrinsic charm state |udcr) of a | r ) .
Because of the large charm mass m , the energy differ
c

ence in denominator of the wavefunction will be mini
mized when the charm quarks have large i, i.e. when

\h) = l«) + l?«9) + IWM) + - - -

they carry most of the longitudinal momentum. More
over, because m is large, the transverse momenta pf of
c

The various Fock components will mix with each other
during their time evolution. However, at sufficiently
high hadron energies £*, and during short times t, the
mixing is negligible. Specifically, the relative phase
exp[-i(£ - £*)«] of a given term in Eq. (1) is propor
tional to the energy difference

c

the charm quarks range up to C(m ), implying that the
c

transverse size of the cc system is 0{ljm ).
c

Hence, pro

vided only that the cc forms a color singlet, it can pen
etrate the nucleus with little energy loss. Thus the high
momentum small transverse size cc color-singlet cluster
in the incident hadron passes through the nucleus undeflected, and it can then evolve into eharmonium states

£-*= £>"»? + Pr.

/(2S.)

after transiting the nucleus. In effect, the nucleus is
transparent to the heavy quark pair component of the

which vanishes for £* -» oo. Hence the timeevolution of
the Fock expansion is, at high energies, diagonal during
the time ~ 1 / R it takes for the hadron to cross a nucleus

intrinsic state. The remaining cluster of light quarks in
the intrinsic charm Fbck state is typically of hadronic
size and will interact strongly on the front surface of the
nucleus. Consequently, the ,4-dependence of the cross

of radius R.

section is given by the geometrical factor, a ~ 2/3. This
The diagonal time development means that it is pos
sible to describe the scattering of a hadron in a nu
cleus in terms of the scattering of its individual Fock
components. Let us explore the consequences for typ
ical, soft collisions characterized by momentum trans
fers qr as AQCD- The partons of a given Fock state
will scatter independently of each other if their trans

justifies the analysis of Badier et el. in which the perturbativeand non-perturbative charm production mech
anisms were separated on the basis of their different .4dependence (Q = 0.97 and a = 0.77 for a pion beam,
respectively). The effective if-dependence of a seen in
charm production is explained by the different charac
teristics of the two production mechanisms. Hard, gluon

C

verse separation is r-j- > 1/AQC72); '* - "* the state is of
typical hadronic size. Conversely, the nuclear scattering
will be coherent over the partons in Fock states hav
,T T

ing rr < l/AgcD since e' '

«« ] . For color-singlet

fusion production dominates at small IF, due to the
steeply falling gluon structure function. The contribu
tion from intrinsic charm Fock states in the beam peaks
at higher i f , due to the large momentum carried by

the charm quarks. This two-component hard-scattering

over the whole range of i will be essential for unraveling

plus intrinsic charm model also explains why the nuclear

the two components of the cross section.

dependence of J/ir production depends on i f rather

5. SHADOWING AND ANTI-SHADOW1NG OF
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

than r;, as predicted by leading twist factorization.
An important consequence of this picture is that all

The shadowing and anti shadowing of deep inelastic

final sc-ites produced by a penetrating intrinsic cc com

nuclear structure functions refers to the depletion of the

ponent will have the same yl-dependence. Thus, in par

effective number of nucleons jR^/F* at low r S 0.1, and

ticular, the tf'(25) radially excited state will behave in

the increase above nucleon additivity at x ~ 0.15. Resuits from the EMC collaboration

the same way as the J / 0 , in spite of its larger size. The

and SLAC

indi

cate that the effect is roughly (^-independent; i.e. shad

nucleus cannot influence the quark hadronization which

owing is a leading twist in the operator product analysis

(at high energies) takes place outside the nuclear envi

In contrast, the shadowing of the real photo-absorption

ronment.

cross section due to /^-dominance
Quarkonium production due to the intrinsic heavy-

falls away as an

inverse power of Q-.

quark state will fall off rapidly for pr greater than MQ,

Shadowing is a destructive interference effect which

reflecting the fast-falling transverse momentum depen

causes a diminished flux and interactions in the interior

dence of the higher Fock state wavefunction. Thus we

and back face of the nucleus. The Glauber analysis

expect the conventional fusion contributions to dominate

corresponds of hadron-nucleus scattering to the follow

in the large p j region. The data are in fact consistent

ing: the incident hadron scatters elastically on a nucleon

1

with a simple A law for J/ifr production at large pr-

N\ on the front face of the nucleus. At high energies the

24

The CERN experiment of Badier tt a/, finds that the

phase of the amplitude is imaginary. The hadron then

ratio of nuclear cross sections is close to additive in A

propagates through the nucleus to nucleon. A'j where it

for all Xf- when p? is between 2 and 3 GeV. The data of
the FermiLab experiment of Katsanevas et

interacts inelastically. The accumulated phase of the

shows

hadron propagator is also imaginary, so that this two-

consistency with additivity for pr ranging from 1.2 to 3

step amplitude is coherent and opposite in phase to the

GeV.

one-step amplitude where the beam hadron interacts di
rectly on Ni without initial-state interactions. Thus the

The probability for intrinsic heavy quark states in a
to scale with

target nucleon /V sees less incoming flux: it is shadowed

the heavy quark mass MQ as 1/MQ. This implies a pro

by elastic interactions on the front face of the nucleus. If

duction cross section proportional to 1/A/i. The total

the hadron-nucleon cross section is large, then for large

light hadron wavefunction is expected '

2

rate of heavy quark production by the intrinsic mecha

A the effective number of nucleons participating in the

nism therefore decreases with quark mass, compared to

inelastic interactions is reduced to ~ A" / , the number

the perturbative cross section which is proportional to

of surface nucleons.

1 3

1/WQ. At large z the intrinsic production should still

In the case of virtual photo-absorption, the photon

dominate, however, implying a nuclear dependence in

converts to a qq pair at a distance before the target

this region characterized by o ~ 0 . 7 . . . 0.8. Experimen

proportional to u = z ~ ' = 2p • q/Q

2

tal measurements of beauty hadroproduction in nuclei

tory

10
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frame.

in the labora-

In a physical gauge, such as the light-

+

rone A

= 0 gauge, the final-stale interactions of the

quark ran be neglected in l^o Pjorken limit, and effec

at i ~ 0.15 of the few percent magnitude' seen by the
SLAC and EMC experiments!

tively only the anti-quark interacts. The nuclear struc

Our analysis provides the input or starting point

ture function F* producing quark q can then be writ

for the log (? evolution of the deep inelastic structure

ten as an integral
T

J

46

ow? the inelastic cross section

5

< i.i(' ') wnere A' grows as 1 / J for fixed space-like antiquark mass. Thus the .4-dcpendeiicc of the cross sec
tion mimics the ^-dependence of the q cross section in
the nucleus. Hung Jung Lu and I have recently applied
the standard Glauber multi-scattering theory. to<7^ as
suming that formalism can be taken over to off-shell q

functions, as given for example by .Mueller and Qiu.
The parameters for the effective q nucleoli cross sec
tion required to understand shadowing phenomena pro
vide important information on the interactions of quarks
in nuclear matter. This analysis also has implications
of the nature of particle production for virtual photo
2

interactions.

The shadowing mechanism is illustrated

absorption in nuclei. At high Q and i > 0.3, hadron
production should 1"

in Fig. 4.

niform '.hroughout the nucleus.

At low x where shadowing occurs, the inelastic reaction
occurs mainly at the front surface. These features can
be examined in detail by studying non-additive multiparticle correlations in both the target and ctirrenl frag
mentation region. It should also be emphasized that the
same types of multi-scattering "fan" diagrams also ap
pear in the analysis of the saturation of the gluon dis
tribution at small T.
The results for the effective number of nucleons
Atff(x)/A

are shown in Fig. 5 for A = 12, 6-1. and

238. One observes shadowing below x ~ 0.1 and an
anti-shadowing peak around t ~ 0 J 5 . The shadowing
effects are roughly logarithmic on the mass number ,4.
The magnitude of shadowing predicted by the model is
Figure 4. (a) The double-scattering amplitude that
shadows .be direct interaction of the anti-quark with .V .
(b) Th: same mechanism as in (a), drawn in the tradi
tional "hafld'bag" form. Pomcron and Reggeon exchange
between the quark line and A'j are explicitly illustrated.
a

consistent with the data for x > 0.O1; below this region,
one expects higher-twist and vector-meson dominance
shadowing to < ..itribute. For z > 0.2 other nuclear ef
fects must be taken into account. Most of the parime
lers used in the model arc assigned typical hadronic val

Our results show that .'or reasonable values of the
5-nucleon cross section, one can understand the mag
nitude of the shadowing effect at small r. Moreover, if
one introduces an ag ~ 1/2 fteggeon contribution to the
q~S amplitude, the real phase introduced by such a con
tribution automatically leads to "anti-shadowing" (ef
fective number of nucleons F$(x,QP)fFl'{z,Q?)

> A)

ues. The critical quantity is the effective quark-nucleon
cross section <7 which controls the magnitude of shad
owing effect near x = 0: a larger v.due of a implies a
larger 5*.V cross section and thus more shadowing. No
tice that a is the effective cross section at zero q virtu
ally, thus the typical value {a) entering the calculation
is somewhat smaller. The magnitude of anti-shadowing

I

is determined the real to imaginary-part ratio of the

laws. Using the perlurbative QCD factorization theo

Regg<-on scattering amplitude.

rem for inclusive reactions, the same analysis can be ex
tended to Drell-Yan and other fusion processes, taking

TT|—rT-nrni|

1 i i .iui|—r

o Ashman Cu (A>54|
• AinecKfo Ca (A-10)

into account the separate dependence on the valence and

i

sea quarks. Thus some shadowing and inti-shadowing
should also be observable in the nuclear structure func
2

tion Ff(Z2,Q )

extracted from massive lepton pair pro

duction on nuclear targets at low x .
2

6. TESTS AT HERA
10

J

'

"!

10"'

10"

Many of the topics I have discussed in this talk can

L.
1

be directly tested at HERA.
1. The QCD model for intrinsic gluons presented in

Figure 5 The predicted ratio of A,J/(T)/A of the
multi-scattering model in the low x region for different
nuclear mass number. The data points are results from
the EMC experiment for Cu and Co.

section 2, evolved to HERA momentum transfers,
provides detailed predictions for the smal! x and
large z behavior of the gluon and sea quark distri
butions.

Our semi-quantitative analysis shows that parton

2. Measurements of non-singlet structure functions

multiple-scattering process provides a mechanism for ex

in charged current reactions and the difference of

plaining the observed shadowing at low x in the EMC-

proton and neutron cross sections using a deuteron

SLAC data. The existence of anti-shadowing requires

beam at HERA will be very important for con

the presence of regions where the real part of the q - N

firming non-singlet Regge behavior of the leading

amplitude dominates over the imaginary part. The con

twist structure functions. This will allow the con

structive interference which gives anti-shadowing in the

struction of the Regge-free bound-valence qu>-k

i ~ 0.15 region is due in this mode) to the phase of

distributions discussed in section 3.

the Reggeon a = 1/2 term. The phase follows from analyticity and is dictated by the shape of the structure

3. Studies of shadoving and anti-shadowing pro

functions at low x. We could utilize additional terms (at

cesses on nuclei would be very interesting at

lower values of a) to parameterize other bound-state

HERA energies.

contributions which vanish as higher powers of x, but in

tained with deuteron beams, but the possibility of

practice their qualitative effect would be indistinguish

heavy ion beams should be explored.

able from the our simplified model.

Some information can be ob

4. Diffractive reactions where the proton is tagged in

The analysis presented here correlates shadowing

the forward direction lead to fundamental probes

phenomena to microscopic quark-nucleon parameters.

of the Pomeron and will give more insight into

This approach also provides a dynamical and analytic

the multi-gluon matrix elements needed to un

explanation of anli-shadowing, confirming the conjec

derstand saturation of the gluon structure func-

4

ture of Nikolaev and Zakbarov *

49

who predicted that

tion.

such an effect must exist on the basis of conservation

Diffraction of light mass vector meson

systems is also important for understanding high
energy exclusive reactions and shadowing media-

12

nisms. Electrorruduction of the JT° at high ener

5. J. D. Bjorken, Phys. Rev. D l , 1376 (1970).

gies would be an ideal way to isolate the Odderon
6. See, for example, S. J. Brodsky, J. Ellis, M. Kar-

in the (-channel, the odd charge conjugation coun

liner, Phys. Lett. B206, 309 (19SS).

terpart of the Poirieron predicted by QCD.

7. R- Blankenbecler, S. J. Brodsky Phys. Rev. DTO.

5. HERA is the ideal laboratory to confirm or dis
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cleon at large x would have important implications
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for our fundamental understanding of badrons in
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